UNIS LABS
Smart solutions for complex
business demands

UNIS LABS today
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UNIS LABS is one of the most experienced and competent IT
services provider in the Russian market with the experience of
applying innovations in projects of various scale. We offer full range
of services, including custom software development, SOA,
integration, system migrations, management and IT consultancy, and
outsourcing.

>15

>200

>70

years of experience

analysts , developers and
engineers with years of experience
on large IT projects

certificates of leading
vendors

70%
customers work with us for
more than 10 years

>15
partner status

Automation of medical institutions
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Healthcare practitioners have access to the full range of patient
information, collaborative tools and information from the other
departments in real time right from the workplace:
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 The system provides transparent control from prescription all the way to
pharmacy
 The system guarantees the availability of requested medications in stock
and optimizes medical logistics
 The system allows to control the schedule of medical procedures
 The results of analyses are automatically uploaded to the electronic
medical card
 The results of the medical trials can be verified against MRT snapshots and
video
 This system ensures let the management and this stuff of medical
institution use the most cutting edge standards of medical assistance and
disease diagnostic
 The owner of the clinical center (the state) controls the profitability of
medical services

UNIS LABS today
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We have over 15 years of experience with the IT solutions of the leading vendors:

> Premier Business
Partner

> Registered Partner

> Silver Partner

> Solution Provider

> Member Partner

> Authorized Partner

> Professional Partner

> Select Partner

> Industrial Development
Center

Our proposal

Automation of medical institutions
Creation of the unified working environment
for the medical institutions

Telemedicine
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The unified working environment
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We are able to create unified
center where the Russian
healthcare practitioners
perform remote checkup
assistance, monitoring and
supervision of rehabilitation
procedures, while the patients
are placed in hospitals and
clinics in the other country

advantages

Creation of the unified working environment for the medical
institutions
The system ensures consistency of medical
documentation and access to the medical
health records in English, Russian and Arabic
languages
Healthcare professionals will be able to
remotely monitor prescriptions and
activities
A patient has access to actual, complete and
verified information on available medical
centers, their products and services
available
Economy gets additional revenue streams

Telemedicine
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Telemedicine helps attract more customers who want to get a high
quality service without a need to move locally or internationally

The technology enables remote
assistance from qualified
Russian medical professionals,
while dealing with a certain
clinical case or a patient. Being
implemented, telemedicine
allows for a much broader
coverage and range of medical
services:

advantages

Commercial and private practice, vending of
medications

Significant increase in availability of a high
quality medical service to all strata of
population

Training of the field staff
Creation and maintenance of
communication channels with
acknowledged and unique Russian clinics
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